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Keep yourself close to
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your Holy Book using
Qawl, one of the best
Quran apps for Windows
and Mac. Use Qawl to
read Quran in full screen
with support for Arabic,
English, French, Spanish,
Portuguese, and Turkish
languages. It includes the
following features: • Read
Quran with Arabic
support for full and half
Surahs • Read Quran with
English support for
Surahs (English support
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for full Surahs only) •
Change the language of
the Quran app to Arabic,
English, French, Spanish,
Portuguese, or Turkish •
Read Quran in landscape
mode • Bookmark surahs
• Share the page read to
other devices using QR
code • Bookmark surah •
Save the page read to the
external Hard disk for
offline reading • Toggle
between the Arabic and
English Surahs • You can
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also read Quran in portrait
mode • Search in the
Quran for any word •
Automatic Surah view
when opening Quran app
• All the Quran apps
supported : KJV JB ASM
Quran King James Bible
(KJV) and various other
translations such as Sunan
Abu Dawood, Sahih
Muslim, and Shi‘ah •
Keyboard shortcuts for:
— Selecting next page
from the right side. —
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Selecting next page from
the left side. —
Pause/resume reading —
Toggle between English
and Arabic — Select a
surah — Save the page
read to the external Hard
disk — Selecting a word
from the search result —
Bookmark a surah —
Move to the specified
page — In the verse view,
highlight specific verse.
— Highlight and record
specific phrase in the
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verses Quran Tafsir for
Android is the perfect
choice for those who wish
to read and understand the
Quran. It comes with the
following features: • Full
support for Arabic and
English languages • Easy
to use interface • Add
Quran verses from
external sources (Internet,
etc.) • Highlight verses in
Arabic and English •
Chapter view with full
support for arabic and
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English • "He, verily, is
excellent in intelligence"
(At-Taubah: 3) A
beautiful Quran app
which allows you to have
Quran reciting with the
most beautiful Quranic
reciters in the world. It
includes features such as
Quran chaptar, rajaz,
muhammad, Quran
mobile, setar, quran
mobile, harwits and more.
L
Qawl Keygen
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Qawl

Qawl is a digital Quran
reader that is easy to use.
The app automatically
detects the start and end
of Surah as you read. You
can also read your
selected Surah in any
order. read quran on
desktop - free Quran
reader Quran Reader and
your own laptop! Just
download and read your
heart's content. Try Quran
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Reader app for Android
now ===============
=============== ___
_____________________
________________ Read
your QURAN anytime
and anywhere! Quran
Reader is a simple tool
that allows you to read
your favorite QURAN in
your laptop using a builtin camera and
microphone. Just open the
app, read your QURAN,
and in no time it will
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appear in front of you.
With Quran Reader, you
don't need to search for
your QURAN to be read
anymore. With Quran
Reader, you can read
anytime and anywhere,
and not only your Qur'an,
you can also read Bible,
koran, the lotus, and many
other famous books. With
the built-in features, the
app is suitable for
children to read their
QURAN. Due to its
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simple and intuitive user
interface, the Quran
Reader is easy to use for
all users. (Page 3 of 9)
Features: * Read Quran
anywhere and anytime
using a built-in camera
and microphone * A builtin dictionary to provide
you a better understanding
of the meanings of some
words * A built-in
recorder to record your
reading and play it back *
An auto start feature to
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read your QURAN
automatically, just open
the app and your QURAN
will appear in front of you
* A built-in search feature
to find your QURAN fast
* A built-in Playlist to reorder your QURAN by
the date of reading * A
built-in Audio Book
Player to hear your
QURAN with a built-in
audio file * A built-in
Audio Recorder to record
your reading * Support
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multiple languages:
English, French, Arabic,
etc * Support Camera and
Microphone * Support
different Qur'an types
(Page 4 of 9) Supported
Languages: * English *
Arabic * Indonesian *
Chinese * French *
Spanish * Turkish * Hindi
* Malay * Bahasa
Indonesia * Thai *
Persian * Urdu * Gujarati
* Portuguese * Sinhalese
* Greek * Polish *
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Portuguese
What's New In Qawl?

Read a Quran online with
Qawl. Qawl is an electronbased application that
allows users to read a
Quran in a simple and
intuitive way. Qawl is a
very popular tool for the
Qu’ran. Features A set of
tools available for you to
read the Qu’ran in its text
form: * Start reading a
specific Quran page *
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Enter a new page to jump
to the next one * Start
reading in any mode:
General, List, Classic,
With Repeats * Read a
specific Surah page *
Choose any Surah page *
Enter a new Surah to
jump to the next one *
Choose the type of Surah:
Classic, List, General *
Start reading in any mode:
General, List, Classic,
With Repeats * When
reading in List or Classic,
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you can enter the number
of surahs and the position
of the one you want to
read * When reading in
General, enter the page
number of the surah you
want to read * You can
also enter the date you
want to read a surah *
You can also select the
source you want to read:
Original or English
Translation * You can
also select the langugage
in which you want to read
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the Qu’ran * Quickly
navigate through the
Qu’ran * You can also
adjust the zoom level * It
is compatible with most
browsers * You can use
your own mp3 player to
listen to your favorite
music * You can use your
own m4a player to listen
to your favorite music *
You can also change the
background of the Qawl *
You can also change the
page background * You
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can also add notes when
you read a surah * Your
progress can be saved *
You can share your
progress to your friends *
You can make a wish *
You can also browse the
website * You can switch
to the English version *
You can zoom in and out
* You can also customize
the look and feel of the
app * It is optimized for
mobile phones * It is
optimized for Android
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phones * It is optimized
for iPhone * It is
optimized for Windows
Phone * It is optimized
for Blackberry * It is
optimized for Samsung *
It is optimized for Sony *
It is optimized for Nokia
* It is optimized for other
phones License This
program is available in
two languages: English
and Arabic. Read the
Qur’an with Qawl online.
Features Khalaf Kibria
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Learn how to Read and
understand the Qur’an.
Thank you If you like it,
please leave a review or
comment to help us
improve and keep you
informed on our new
releases and updates.
Learn how to read the
Qur’an with this app and
Kibria. Kibria is a project
that offers
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System Requirements For Qawl:

OS: Windows XP/7/8
Windows XP/7/8 CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD
Athlon II X2 (2.6 GHz or
faster) Intel Core 2 Duo /
AMD Athlon II X2 (2.6
GHz or faster) RAM: 3
GB 3 GB Video card:
1024x768 or higher
1080p is not required.
1080p is not required.
DirectX: 9.0c 9.0c Input
Devices: Keyboard and
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Mouse Keyboard and
Mouse Storage: Required
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